\\'e have determined the variations in volume that occur during evolution in the buried core of three different families of proteins. The variation of the whole core is very small (m 2.526) compared to the variation at individual sites (m ISO,). However, by comparing our results to those espectecl from random sequences with no correlations between sites, we show that the small variation observed may simply be a manifestation of the statistical "law of large numbers" and not reflect any compensating changes in. or global constraints upon, protein sequences.
Introduction
The determination of the atomic structures of n;\oglohin and haemoglohin showed that very tlltierent protein sequences could produce similar three-dimensional structures. This phenomenon was esplained by the hypothesis t,hat mutations in the interior are complementary.
That is, the atoms added to. or lost from. the protein core because of one mutation are compensat,ed by a subsequent mutation in the opposite direction (Kendrew & M'at.son. 1966 ). In 1970 Lim Pr Ptitsyn (1970 carried out a calculation on the small number of glohin sequences available at the time (52) and showed that the volume of the 31 core residues was essentially constant. At the time this result was taken to support the c*omplementary mutation hypothesis.
Later. Lesk B c'hothia (1980) analysed the threedimensional structures of nine different globins. which had substantial clifferences in sequence. (The t Present address: Berkman 1,aboratories for Strurtural Biology. Depart.ment of C'ell Biology. Stanford Mediral'School, Stanford. C'A 94305 L1.S.A. Internet: mbg@rb-iris.stanford.edu. minimum sequence identity between pairs was I(iO,.) In the different globins the mean size of residues at. homologous helix-helix interfaces varied in size by up to 50?&. This variation implied that the mutations between sequences were not locally complementary at a given interface. The proteins adapted to these changes by relative shifts in the position and orientation of the helices (up to 7 .& and 20") in a manner that conserved the structure of the haem pocket.
The analysis of other families of proteins demonstrated t,hat, in general, proteins adapt to mutations by structural changes (Chothia & Lesk, 1987) , and the same view has emerged from protein engineering studies (Eriksson et al., 1992) . However, it was not apparent how this view of protein evolution could be reconciled with the apparent "constancy" of the total volume of protein interiors found by Lim & Ptitsvn. P&m & Volkenstein (1986) addressed this problem: by determining the volume variations at individual buried sites and for total core in the nine globin structures, they found that the core volumes of artificially generated random sequences were very close to those of observed ones. Thus, they showed that the apparent "constancy" in core volume over - 
The Observed Volume Variation (a) Variation at individual sites
The variation in the volume at individual sites in the protein core is shown in Figure 1 (a). The volume variation is similar in all three families. The average variation is 15% for the globins, 13Yo for the dihydrofolate reductases, 11 y. for the plastocyaninazurin family, and 13% for all three families combined.
In all three families, roughly half of the buried sites vary less than 10% in volume: one quarter. between 10 and 20%; and the remaining quarter. between 20 and 40%. (As discussed below, this last quarter has a volume variation similar to that expected for random sequences.)
Surface sites vary more in volume than core sites, 24% on average for the globins. Figure 1 (b) compares the range of volume variation at surface sites in the globins with that for core sites. None of the surface sites varies less than 10%.
Instead of looking at the volume variation at individual sites, it is possible to look at the variation in sets of structurally neighbouring sites, such as one helix-helix interface. Table 5 shows that this variation is smaller than that of individual sites (but larger than that of the whole core: see below).
(b) Volume variation of th.e whole core
The variation in the total volumes of the buried cores in the three protein families is given in Table 6 . The average variation over t,he whole range Figure  2 shows that this apparent constancy in core volume covers the whole range of sequence identities. (Table  I) . $ Volume (A3) of the core of a particular glohin w~~ucncc, For each of' the 37 buried sites ('l'ublr 2). the standard residue volumes (Table 3) were used to calculate a volume. $ Volume (A') of the core of a particular glohin S-ray crystal structure (I',). For each of' the :K resiclues that formed the core, the atoms in the core were used for Voronoi pntyhedra wkwlations. Our implementation of Richards (1974) Voronoi polyhedra pvyrxmme ww usrd l'or the calculations. In all cases the structure volumes will be more than the sequence volumes (I',) and are not directI> comparable.
This disparity exists because the core residue definition in Table 2 In this esprc-'ssiun. the actual frequenciesjz are different at earh site (us in Table 9 ). while the averaged frrctuencirs/,, are the Sam? at each site. The subscript r is kept inj,, to be consistent with the notation in Table 4 and to emphasize that j,, refers to frequencies at an individual site.
C'olume C'ha~yes ia The single-site variations imply that for random sequences the expected variation in core volume is 4.0 to 6.3O,. which is roughly double the observed variation (1.5 to 2.6O6).
Although the simple random distributions discussed above do not reproduce the observed variation for the core sites, they do describe the behaviour at the surface sites fairly well. As shown in Table 8I3 . the observed volume variation for individual sites on the surface of the globins (%?b on average) is close to that calculated from filling these sites with randomly chosen. non-hydrophohit residues (28%).
The Relationship Between the Observed
Single-site Variations and the Observed Core Variation
In the preceding section we assumed that all sit.es varied independently and randomly, according to the same hypothetical frequency distribution.
Here we take the observed variation at the individual sites and calculate the expected variation for the whole core. That is, we again assume that the sites vary independently and randomly, but this time each site varies d,ifferently according t,o a frequency distribution that, is derived solely from the amino acid residues occurring at that site in the sequence alignment. The variations in the volume of individual sites would in this case be the same as the observed values shown in Figure l(a) . The variation in the total volume of the f)uriecl core is very small (I.5 to 2+ioo) compared with the variation at inclividuaf sites (I I to l-to,, on average). However.
we come to a conclusion similar to that of I'titsyn 8 Vofkenstein (1986) is roughly half that found for t,he random sequences ( -27 oo).
The smaller variation found for core sites arises from their being suf)jec4 t.0 steric c,onstraint in cfiffering degrees (Fig. f(b) separat,e calculat,ions of the weights will not give exactly the same answers). Our method, in contrast, is fast and invdlves no random numbers (so it gives exactly the same results each time). As discussed in t,he main body of the text and shown in Table I 
